Abstract. The PageRank algorithm is used by search engines such as Google to order web pages. It uses an iterative numerical method to compute the maximal eigenvector of a transition matrix derived from the web's hyperlink structure and a user-centred model of web-surfing behaviour. As the web has expanded and as demand for user-tailored web page ordering metrics has grown, scalable parallel computation of PageRank has become a focus of considerable research effort. In this paper, we seek a scalable problem decomposition for parallel PageRank computation, through the use of state-of-the-art hypergraph-based partitioning schemes. These have not been previously applied in this context. We consider both one and two-dimensional hypergraph decomposition models. Exploiting the recent availability of the Parkway 2.1 parallel hypergraph partitioner, we present empirical results on a gigabit PC cluster for three publicly available web graphs. Our results show that hypergraph-based partitioning substantially reduces communication volume over conventional partitioning schemes (by up to three orders of magnitude), while still maintaining computational load balance. They also show a halving of the per-iteration runtime cost when compared to the most effective alternative approach used to date.
Introduction
The PageRank metric is a widely-used hyperlink-based estimate of the relative importance of web pages [1] . The standard algorithm for determining PageRank uses power method iterations that converge to the maximal eigenvector of a transition matrix. This matrix is derived from a web graph that reflects the hyperlink structure of the web and a user-centred model of web-surfing behaviour.
The sheer size and high growth rate of the web necessitates a scalable parallel/distributed approach to PageRank computation. In turn, the scalability of such an approach demands detailed scrutiny of computation and communication overheads induced by problem decomposition over available processors. A poor decomposition results in excessive communication overhead and/or a poor computational load balance with correspondingly poor run times.
In addition to size considerations, web search engines are recognising the need to tailor search results to different classes of users (or individual users), and other contextual information [2] . This is achieved in practice by performing distinct PageRank computations (using distinct personalisation vectors) for each class of user or search context. Since these repeated calculations have the same structure (in terms of matrix sparsity pattern), it is often worthwhile investing considerable effort in finding a high-quality decomposition that can be reused for every PageRank calculation.
A promising state-of-the-art approach for producing high-quality decompositions (that has been used in many contexts, ranging from VLSI circuit layout to distributed database design), is hypergraph partitioning [3] [4] [5] . Hypergraphs are extensions of graph data structures, in which (hyper)edges connect arbitrary sets of vertices. Like graphs, hypergraphs can represent the structure of many sparse, irregular problems, and may be partitioned such that a cut metric is minimised subject to a load balancing constraint. However, hypergraph cut metrics provide a more expressive and accurate model than their graph counterparts. For example, in the decomposition of a sparse matrix for parallel matrix-vector multiplication, hypergraph models quantify communication volume exactly, whereas graph models can only provide an approximation [4] . This paper considers, for the first time, the application of hypergraph-based decomposition techniques to the parallel PageRank computation problem. We show how this problem can be mapped onto a hypergraph partitioning problem, for both one-and two-dimensional decompositions. The partitioning of hypergraphs of large scale has only recently become a practical proposition with the development of parallel hypergraph partitioning tools such as Parkway [6] and the forthcoming Zoltan implementation [7] . Exploiting the Parkway tool as part of a parallel PageRank computation pipeline, we present experimental results using a gigabit PC cluster on three public-domain web graphs, ranging in size from a university-domain to a national-level crawl. The results show a substantial reduction in per-iteration communication volume, yielding a runtime reduction of up to 70% over the most effective current alternative.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents technical details of the PageRank algorithm. Section 3 describes the application of hypergraph partitioning to parallel PageRank computation. Section 4 discusses our results. Finally, Section 5 concludes and presents ideas for future work. rigorous formulation of PageRank and its computation. In fact, the latter description differs from the original; however, apart from the respective treatment of so-called cul de sac pages (web pages with no out-links, sometimes called dead-end pages), the difference is largely superficial [9] . A good discussion of the issues involved along with analysis of other variations in the PageRank algorithm can be found in Langville et al. [10] . We shall concern ourselves here with the Kamvar et al. formulation.
Two intuitive explanations are offered for PageRank [8] . The first presents PageRank as an analogue of citation theory: that is, an out-link from a web page w to a web page w is an indication that w may be "important" to the author of w. Many such links into w , especially from pages that are themselves "important", should raise the importance of w relative to other web pages. More specifically, the importance that is propagated from w to w should be proportional to the importance of w and inversely proportional to the number of out-links from w. This account of PageRank is still incomplete as it does not take into account any form of user personalisation, or how to deal with cul de sac pages.
The second conceptual model of PageRank is called the random surfer model. Consider a surfer who starts at a web page and picks one of the links on that page at random. On loading the next page, this process is repeated. If a cul de sac page is encountered, then the surfer chooses to visit a random page. During normal browsing, the user may also decide, with a fixed probability, not to choose a link from the current page, but instead to jump at random to another page. In the latter case, to support both unbiased and personalised surfing behaviour, the model allows for the specification of a probability distribution of target pages.
The PageRank of a page is considered to be the (steady-state) probability that the surfer is visiting a particular page after a large number of click-throughs. Calculating the steady-state probability vector corresponds to finding a maximal eigenvalue of the modified web-graph transition matrix. As shown in Section 2 below, this can be done via an iterative numerical method based on sparse matrix-vector multiply operations.
Random Surfer Model
In the random surfer model, the web is represented by a graph G = (V, E), with web pages as the vertices, V , and the links between web pages as the edges, E. If a link exists from page u to page v then (u → v) ∈ E.
To represent the following of hyperlinks, we construct a transition matrix P from the web graph, setting:
: otherwise where deg(u) is the out-degree of vertex u, i.e. the number of outbound links from page u. From this definition, we see that if a page has no out-links, then this corresponds to a zero row in the matrix P.
To represent the surfer's jumping from cul de sac pages, we construct a second matrix D = dp T , where d and p are both column vectors and:
and p is the personalisation vector representing the probability distribution of destination pages when a random jump is made. Typically, this distribution is taken to be uniform, i.e. p i = 1/n for an n-page graph (1 ≤ i ≤ n). However, it need not be as many distinct personalisation vectors may be used to represent different classes of user with different web browsing patterns. This flexibility comes at a cost, though, as each distinct personalisation vector requires an additional PageRank calculation.
Putting together the surfer's following of hyperlinks and his/her random jumping from cul de sac pages yields the stochastic matrix P = P + D, where P is a transition matrix of a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC).
To represent the surfer's decision not to follow any of the current page links, but to instead jump to a random web page, we construct a teleportation matrix E, where e ij = p j for all i, i.e. this random jump is also dictated by the personalisation vector.
Incorporating this matrix into the model gives:
where 0 < c < 1, and c represents the probability that the user chooses to follow one of the links on the current page, i.e. there is a probability of (1 − c) that the surfer randomly jumps to another page instead of following links on the current page.
This definition of A avoids two potential problems. The first is that P , although a valid DTMC transition matrix, is not necessarily irreducible (i.e. it might have more than one strongly connected subset of states) and aperiodic. Taken together, these are a sufficient condition for the existence of a unique steadystate distribution. Now, provided p i > 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, irreducibility and aperiodicity are trivially guaranteed.
The second problem relates to the rate of convergence of power method iterations used to compute the steady-state distribution. This rate depends on the reciprocal of the modulus of the subdominant eigenvalue (λ 2 ). For a general P , |λ 2 | may be very close to 1, resulting in a very poor rate of convergence. However, it has been shown in [11] that in the case of matrix A, |λ 2 | ≤ c, thus guaranteeing a good rate of convergence for the widely taken value of c = 0.85.
Given the matrix A, we can now define the unique PageRank vector, π, to be the steady-state vector or the maximal eigenvector that satisfies:
Power Method Solution Having constructed A we might naïvely attempt to find the PageRank vector of Eq. (2) by using a direct power method approach:
where x (k) is the kth iterate towards the PageRank vector, π. However looking at the current size of the web and its rate of growth since 1997 (currently 8 billion indexed pages [12] ), it is clear that this is not a practical approach for realistic web graphs. The reason for this is that A is a (completely) dense matrix. Accordingly, the PageRank algorithm, as cited in for instance Kamvar et al. [13] , reduces Eq. (3) to a series of sparse vector-matrix operations on the original P matrix.
In particular, transforming Eq. (3) gives:
Now
It can be shown inductively that x (k) 1 = 1 for all k, so:
This leads to the algorithm shown in Fig. 1 . When distributing this algorithm, it is important to distribute the sparse matrix-vector calculation of x (k) P in such a way so as to balance computational load as evenly as possible across the processors and minimise communication overhead between processors. This latter optimisation is where we introduce hypergraph partitioning for P.
Later, in Section 4, we refine the coarse notion of communication overhead to distinguish between number of messages sent, total communication volume (in terms of number of floating point elements sent), as well as maximum number of messages sent by a processor.
1. 
Parallel PageRank Computation
We consider the parallel formulation of the PageRank algorithm from Section 2 for which the kernel operation is parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplication. Note that, although our discussion is presented in the context of power method solution, there is nothing to prevent the application of our technique to other iterative linear system solvers with a sparse matrix-vector multiplication kernel, such as the Krylov subspace methods proposed in [14] . Furthermore, our approach does not preclude the application of power method acceleration techniques, for example those proposed in [8] .
Efficient Parallel Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication Let Ax = b be the sparse matrix-vector product to be computed in parallel on p distributed processors that are connected by a network. The general form of a parallel algorithm for sparse matrix-vector multiplication with an arbitrary non-overlapping distribution of the matrix and the vectors across the processors is given in [5]:
1. Each processor sends its components x j to those processors that possess a non-zero a ij in column j. 2. Each processor computes the products a ij x j for its non-zeros a ij and adds the results for the same row index i. This yields a set of contributions b is , where s is the processor identifier 0 ≤ s < p. 3. Each processor sends its non-zero contributions b is to the processor that is assigned vector element b i . 4. Each processor adds the contributions received for its components b i , giving
Efficient parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplication requires intelligent a priori partitioning of the sparse matrix non-zeros across the processors. This ensures that interprocessor communication during stages 1 and 3 is minimised and computational load balance is achieved across the processors. We note that the computational requirement of step 2 dominates that of step 4. Henceforth, we assume that the computational load of the entire algorithm is represented by step 2.
Recently, a number of hypergraph-based models for parallel sparse matrixvector multiplication that correctly model total communication volume and per-processor computational load have been proposed [4, 15, 16, 5] . These have addressed the shortcomings implicit in traditional graph models [17] . In [4] , a hypergraph-based model for 1-dimensional decomposition of the sparse matrix is proposed. A 1-dimensional decomposition implies that processors either store entire rows or entire columns of the matrix. Note that, in the case of row-wise decomposition, this has the effect of making the communication step 3 in the parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplication pipeline redundant; in the case of column-wise decomposition, step 1 is redundant. The hypergraph-based models in [15, 16, 5 ] are 2-dimensional, which means to say that they model a general distribution of matrix non-zeros to processors (not necessarily assigning entire rows or columns of the matrix to processors). Although here both steps 1 and 3 may incur communication overhead, the overall communication volume should be at least as low as that of the 1-dimensional decomposition (at least for optimal partitions, since the 1-dimensional decomposition is a special case of the 2-dimensional decomposition).
In previous work on efficient parallel PageRank implementation, only naïve 1-dimensional matrix decompositions have been considered. In [14] , the authors reject traditional graph partitioning models as a plausible approach, on account of the apparent power-law distribution of the number of non-zeros in the rows of web graph transition matrices. Instead, they use a relatively simple load balancing scheme that assigns consecutive rows of the matrix to each processor. Our work here demonstrates that this power-law distribution does not appear to be a significant obstacle in the context of a hypergraph-based approach.
In this paper, we consider both 1-dimensional decomposition, based on the hypergraph model presented in [4] , and 2-dimensional decomposition, based on the models presented in [15, 5] . Since the output vector b of the parallel sparse matrix-vector product is reused as the input vector x in the subsequent iteration, we note that the processor that is assigned the vector component b i should also be assigned the vector component x i (resulting in a symmetric decomposition of the vector elements).
Description of the Hypergraph Models A hypergraph is a set system (V, E) on a set V , here denoted H(V, E), such that E ⊂ P(V ), where P(V ) is the power set of V . The elements of the set V are called the vertices of the hypergraph and E the set of hyperedges, where each hyperedge e ∈ E is a subset of the set V . When E ⊂ V (2) , each hyperedge has cardinality two and the resulting set system is known as a graph. A hypergraph H(V, E) is said to be hyperedge-weighted if each hyperedge e ∈ E has an associated integer weight. Correspondingly, in a vertex-weighted hypergraph H(V, E), each vertex v ∈ V has an integer weight.
Given a hypergraph H(V, E), with V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } and E = {e 1 , . . . , e n }, the corresponding incidence matrix A = (a ij ) is the n × n matrix with entries
A hyperedge is said to be cut by a partition if it spans (i.e. has a vertex in) at least two parts of a partition. The goal of the hypergraph partitioning problem is to find a k-way partition Π = {P 1 , . . . , P k }, with corresponding part weights W i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that an objective function f o : (Π, E) → Z is optimised, while a balance constraint over the part weights is maintained. That is, for some (0 < 1):
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The part weights W i are computed as the sum of the constituent vertex weights. Here we consider the objective function known as the k−1 metric, shown in Eq. (8), where λ i represents the number of parts spanned by hyperedge e i and w(e i ) is the weight of hyperedge e i .
As the hypergraph partitioning problem is NP-hard [18] , in practice a good sub-optimal partition is sought in low-order polynomial time using heuristic multilevel algorithms.
1-Dimensional Sparse Matrix Decomposition
Without loss of generality, we describe the hypergraph model for 1-dimensional row-wise sparse matrix decomposition, i.e. where all non-zeros in a row of the matrix are allocated to the same processor. A similar column-wise model follows from considering the allocation of all non-zeros in a column of the matrix to the same processor. These 1-dimensional hypergraph-based models were first proposed in [4] .
The hypergraph model H(V, E) for the decomposition of a sparse matrix A is constructed as follows. The rows of the matrix A form the set of vertices V in the hypergraph H(V, E) and the columns form the set of hyperedges E. That is, if a ij = 0, then hyperedge e j ∈ E, defined by column j of the matrix A, contains vertex v i ∈ V . The weight of vertex v i ∈ V is given by the number of non-zero elements in row i of the matrix A, representing the computational load induced by assigning row i to a processor. The weights of each hyperedge are set to unity.
The allocation of the rows of the matrix A to p processors for parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplication corresponds to a p-way partition Π of the above hypergraph H(V, E). Ignoring the negligible impact of stage 4, as mentioned earlier, the computational load on each processor i is given by the number of scalar multiplications performed on that processor during stage 2 of the general parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplication pipeline. This quantity is given by the number of non-zeros of the matrix A allocated to that processor, which is in turn given by the weight of part P i .
The vector elements x i and b i are allocated to the processor that is allocated row i of the matrix A. There remains one further condition that the hypergraph model must satisfy to ensure that the k-1 metric on partition Π exactly represents the total communication volume incurred during a single parallel sparse matrixvector multiplication (in this case stage 1 only). We require that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, v i ∈ e i holds. If this is not the case for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then we add v i to hyperedge e i . The weight of v i is not modified.
Thus, finding a partition that minimises the k-1 metric over the hypergraph while maintaining the balance constraint in Eq. (7) directly corresponds to minimising communication volume during parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplication while maintaining a computational load balance.
2-Dimensional Sparse Matrix Decomposition
The 2-dimensional sparse matrix decomposition takes a more general approach, no longer imposing the restriction of allocating entire rows (or columns) of the matrix A to the same processor, as in 1-dimensional decomposition. Instead, a general distribution of matrix non-zeros to processors is considered. This may introduce additional communication operations during stage 3 in the general parallel sparse matrixvector multiplication pipeline, but the aim is to reduce the overall communication volume. Here we describe the hypergraph model H(V, E) introduced in [15, 5] . Each non-zero a ij = 0 is modelled by a vertex v ∈ V so that a p-way partition Π of the hypergraph H(V, E) will correspond to an assignment of matrix non-zeros across p processors.
In order to define the hyperedges of the hypergraph model, consider the cause of communication between processors in stages 1 and 3 of the parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplication pipeline. In stage 1, the processor with non-zero a ij requires vector element x j for computation during stage 2. This results in a communication of x j to the processor assigned a ij if x j is assigned to a different processor to a ij . The dependence between non-zeros in column j of matrix A and vector element x j can be modelled by a hyperedge, whose constituent vertices are the non-zeros of column j of the matrix A. So that the communication volume associated with communicating vector element x j is given by λ j − 1, where λ j denotes the number of parts spanned by the column j hyperedge, we require that the column j hyperedge contains the vertex corresponding to non-zero a jj . If a jj is zero in the matrix A, we can add a "dummy" vertex with zero weight corresponding to a jj . The fact that this vertex has weight zero means that its allocation to a processor will have no bearing on the processor's computational load, while the exact communication volume during stage 1 is modelled correctly.
In stage 3, the processor assigned vector element b i requires the value of the inner product of row i of the matrix A with the vector x. Thus, a communication between processors is induced if matrix non-zero a ij is assigned to a different processor from vector entry b i . The dependence between non-zeros in row i of matrix A and vector element b i can be modelled by a hyperedge, whose constituent vertices are the non-zeros of row i of the matrix A. This is analogous to modelling the communication of stage 1 with column hyperedges and likewise, "dummy" vertices corresponding to a ii are added to row hyperedge i if the value of a ii in matrix A is zero.
The hypergraph model H(V, E) is then partitioned into p parts such that the k-1 metric is minimised, subject to the balance constraint of Eq. (7) (thus maintaining computational load balance during stage 2). In our implementation, this is done using a parallel multilevel partitioning algorithm [19, 6] .
Note that, except for restricting vector elements x i and b i to the same processor, we have not explicitly allocated vector entries to processors. The overall communication volume during the parallel sparse matrix-vector multiplication will be correctly modelled by the 2-dimensional hypergraph model, provided that we allocate the vector elements to processors in the following fashion. For the vector element with index i: The main characteristics of the corresponding matrices are given in Table 1 .
The two hypergraph decomposition methods of Section 3 were tested against two naïve load balancing methods. In the cyclic row-striping matrix decomposition, the non-zeros of the matrix A in row with index i are assigned to the processor i mod p. Vector elements x i and b i are also allocated to processor i mod p. This ensures that each processor is allocated the same number (±1) of rows of matrix A and vector elements of x and b. However, this scheme does not take into account the distribution of the non-zeros within the rows.
The load balancing scheme presented in [14] , hereafter referred to as the GleZhu scheme, attempts to balance the number of non-zeros across the processors, while assigning consecutive rows of the matrix A to each processor. A threshold value τ p = (w n n + w η η)/p is computed, where n is the number of rows and η the number of non-zeros in the matrix. The parameters w n and w η were both set to unity in [14] . Starting with row index zero and i = 0, the load-balancing algorithm then assigns consecutive rows of matrix A and consecutive elements of vectors x and b to each processor i, maintaining the value of τ i = w n n i +w η η i , where n i is the number of rows and η i the number of non-zeros assigned thus far to processor i. When τ i exceeds τ p , the algorithm begins to assign subsequent rows to processor i + 1.
Experimental Setup Our parallel PageRank computation pipeline is shown in Fig. 2 . Taking the web graph matrix A as input, a decomposition of this matrix across p processors is performed using either one of the hypergraph partitioningbased models (i.e. 1D or 2D) or one of the load balancing row-wise decomposition methods (i.e. cyclic or GleZhu).
The hypergraph partitioning-based schemes compute a p-way partition of the hypergraph representation of the sparse web matrix using the parallel hypergraph partitioning tool Parkway2.1 [6] . In our experiments, we have used a 5% balance constraint for hypergraph partitioning, meaning that the weight of each part in the partition of the hypergraph must not exceed the average part weight by more than 5% ( = 0.05 in Eq. (7)). The computed hypergraph partition is Finally, the algorithm described in Section 2 is used to compute the PageRank vector for the matrix, with all matrix-vector and vector operations performed in parallel. The criterion of convergence for the PageRank calculation was taken to be 10 −8 and convergence was computed using the L 1 norm.
The architecture used in all the experiments consisted of a Beowulf Linux Cluster with 8 dual processor nodes. Each node has two Intel Pentium 4 3.0GHz processors and 2GB of RAM. The nodes are connected by a gigabit Ethernet network. The algorithms were implemented in C++ using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard.
Results For each matrix decomposition method, we observed the following measures of communication cost during each parallel PageRank iteration: total communication volume (the total volume of all messages sent); number of messages sent; the maximum total communication volume of messages sent and received by a single processor during stage 1, in the case of row-wise decomposition, and the maximum total communication volume of messages sent and received by a single processor during stages 1 and 3, in the case of 2D decomposition.
The purely load balancing matrix decomposition approaches do not attempt to minimise the metrics above. The 1D and 2D hypergraph-based methods aim to minimise the overall communication volume. In row-wise decomposition methods, the number of messages sent during parallel sparse matrix-vector multipli- cation is at most p(p − 1). In the 2D method, the number of messages is at most 2p(p − 1). Tables 2, 3 Note that, due to numerical errors (truncation and roundoff), the number of iterations is not constant across the different methods. We observe that the application of hypergraph partitioning attracts a significantly lower overall communication overhead. 2D partitioning is the most effective at reducing overall communication volume, although this does not always translate into a lower PageRank per-iteration time, on account of the higher number of messages sent, and the relatively high message start-up cost on our gigabit PC cluster. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have sought to speed up the execution of parallel PageRank computation through the use of hypergraph partitioning-based decomposition techniques. We have investigated the application of both one-and twodimensional hypergraph models, and compared them to conventional load balancing decomposition methods. Our experiments on a gigabit PC cluster have shown that hypergraph-based models consistently and substantially decrease distributed per-iteration communication overhead, resulting in the halving of per-iteration run-time when compared to the best available currently-used alternative. Because of the initial partitioning overhead, the proposed technique is particularly applicable when performing PageRank calculations with multiple personalisation vectors, since the same partition can be reused at no additional cost. We observed that the partitioning overhead was relatively low for the 1D hypergraph decomposition when compared to the 2D hypergraph decomposition. We have some observations to make about this. Firstly, the 2D hypergraph decomposition is a harder problem to solve, since the more sophisticated layout requires the solution of a much larger hypergraph partitioning problem instance with unique characteristics. Secondly, the parallel partitioning tool used (i.e. Parkway 2.1) is constantly evolving and has not yet been optimised for 2D decomposition. Furthermore, other emerging hypergraph partitioning tools (e.g. Zoltan [7] ) promise potentially much faster parallel execution times, for both 1D and 2D decomposition.
In terms of future work, the current decomposition models aim to minimise total communication volume only. However, depending on the characteristics of the interconnection network used, performance may also be significantly affected by factors such as the number of messages sent or the maximum communication volume passing through a processor. To this end, we aim to develop hypergraph models which incorporate message and communication volume balancing constraints. Secondly, the 2D hypergraph-based decomposition gives rise to a hypergraph where each vertex is incident on exactly two hyperedges. Faster parallel partitioning algorithms may be developed, exploiting this favourable structure.
